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One-dimensional arrays of nanoshell dimers for single molecule
spectroscopy via surface-enhanced raman scattering
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The optical properties of one-dimensional arrays of metal nanoshell dimers are studied
systematically using the T-matrix method based on Mie theory, within the context of surface
enhanced Raman scattering �SERS�. It is shown that the local electromagnetic enhancement can be
as high as �4.5�1013 for nanoshell dimer arrays with optimal geometry, and sensitive tunability in
the resonant frequency can be gained by varying the geometrical parameters, making such structures
appealing templates for SERS measurements with single molecule sensitivity. The extraordinarily
high enhancement is attributed to a collective photonic effect constructively superposed onto the
intrinsic enhancement associated with an isolated nanoshell dimer. © 2006 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2229204�
Extensive studies have been focused on surface en-
hanced Raman scattering �SERS�, referring to the phenom-
enon that molecules adsorbed on a roughened metal substrate
exhibit much higher Raman scattering cross sections than in
the gaseous phase �typically enhanced by the order of 106�.1

Recent experiments have observed even greater Raman en-
hancement when certain biological or organic dye molecules
were trapped in the gap region �so-called the “hot spot”�
between two very closely placed solid metal nanoclusters.2,3

Here the enhancement factors could be greater than 1010,
thereby rendering SERS as potentially an ultra-sensitive ana-
lytical tool for single molecule spectroscopy �SMS�.2–5

At the other front, the field of nanofabrication has wit-
nessed tremendous progresses over the last decade. One
compelling example is the successful fabrication of
nanoshells, consisting of dielectric cores coated with metal
shells that can be only a few nanometers in thickness.6,7

When used as templates, such metal nanoshells can yield
even higher Raman enhancement than solid metal nanoclus-
ters, particularly in the dimer geometry.8 Furthermore, the
metal nanoshells have an added tunability for SRES applica-
tions, in which the resonant wavelength for maximal SERS
enhancement can be tuned by changing the shell
thickness.9–11

To date, the enormous Raman enhancement has been
obtained experimentally only from a few Raman active

metal-nanocluster �solid or shell� dimers randomly distrib-
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uted among large ensembles of nanoclusters; therefore, only
random spatial correlations existed among the dimers.2,3,8

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that, as the fields of SERS and
nanofabrication both advance, highly ordered metal nano-
cluster dimer arrays with delicate tunability in geometry will
be fabricated. Such ordered dimer arrays will not only offer
new opportunities to expand fundamental studies of SERS,
but also broaden the range of SERS applications, particularly
in chemical and biological sciences.2,12

It has been widely accepted that two primary effects con-
tribute to SERS: electromagnetic �EM� and chemical
effects.1,13 The EM effect refers to the enhancement, relative
to the incident field, in the local electromagnetic field near
the roughened metal substrate due to the optical response of
the substrate. Such an enhancement is particularly large in
the gap region of two very closely placed nanoclusters.8,14–16

To a good approximation, the EM enhancement is given by

�E�loc /E�0�4, where E�loc is the local electric field felt by an
adsorbed molecule and is the superposition of the scattered

field E�sc and incident field E�0: E�loc=E�0+E�sc. The chemical
effect is typically attributed to nonadiabatic charge transfer
processes.17–19 Of the two, the EM effect dominates and can
be over 1010 in the so-called “nanoneck” region of a nano-
cluster dimer, while the chemical effect usually accounts for
an additional enhancement of the order �102 when charge

17–19
transfer processes take place.

© 2006 American Institute of Physics02-1
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In this letter, we systematically study the optical proper-
ties of ordered one-dimensional �1D� arrays of silver
nanoshell dimers using the T-matrix method based on Mie
theory.20,21 Our focus is on the contribution of the EM field
enhancement to SERS. We show that the EM enhancement
can be as high as �4.5�1013 for nanoshell dimer arrays
with optimal geometry, making such structures highly desir-
able templates for single molecule spectroscopy via SERS.
The extraordinarily high EM enhancement is attributed to a
long-range collective photonic effect associated with the ar-
ray structure, constructively superposed onto the intrinsic en-
hancement associated with an isolated nanoshell dimer. We
compare the results with those from ordered 1D arrays of
solid metal nanocluster dimers, and illustrate the sensitive
tunability in the resonant frequency gained by the use of the
nanoshell templates.

The basic geometry of the model system is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Silver nanoshell dimers are aligned to form a 1D
array, with the dimer axes perpendicular to the array direc-
tion. Taking advantage of the superposition principle, we

FIG. 1. Geometrical illustration of an ordered one-dimensional array of
metal nanoshell dimers.
treat the incident light as plane waves of frequency �
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= �2�� /�, where � is the wavelength. The polarization of the
incident wave is chosen to be parallel to the dimer axes,
while the wave vector is perpendicular to the array direction.
For mathematical simplicity without losing generality, we
also treat the array to be infinitely long, making the system
translationally invariant. This approximation is valid because
our focus is on the central region of a long enough dimer
array. Within the T-matrix method, the scattered field

E�sc�� ,R�� in response to the incident wave from the array can
be expressed as the superposition of scattered fields from all
the individual spheres,

E�sc��,R�� = �
�=1,2

�
n=1

�

�
m=−n

n

�
l=1

N→�

��mn
� �l� · N�mn

�3���,r�l
��

+ �mn
� �l� · M�mn

�3���,r�l
��� , �1�

where � represents the different spheres in each individual
dimer, l is the index of different dimers, N is the total number

of dimers, N�mn
�3��� ,r�� and M�mn

�3��� ,r�� are the normal modes,
which contain the first kind of Hankel functions in their ra-
dial parts and spherical harmonics of indices m and n in their
angular parts,21 �mn

� �l� and �mn
� �l� are the expansion coeffi-

cients. In Eq. �1�, the position vector R� is defined relative to

the center of the whole array �see Fig. 1�, and r�l
�=R�+ �N /2

− l+0.5�d · ẑ+ ��−1.5�a · x̂ is defined relative to the center of
the �th sphere in the lth dimer, d is the inter-dimer distance,
and a is the distance between the two sphere centers within a
dimer. Invoking the periodic boundary condition, we have
	mn
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� �l+N� and 	mn

� �l�=�h	̃mn
� �h� · exp�ihld�, where 	

=� ,�, h= �2� /Nd�s is the wave vector defined within the
first Brillouin zone, and s is given by −N /2
s�N /2 �here
we have further assumed N is even for convenience�.

The expansion coefficients �̃mn
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� �h� are further

determined by:
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where un and �n are the Mie coefficients,22 pmn
0 and qmn

0 are

the expansion coefficients of the normal modes N�mn
�1��� ,r��

and M�mn
�1��� ,r�� for the incident wave, where N�mn

�1��� ,r�� and

M�mn
�1��� ,r�� contain the first kind of Bessel functions in their

radial parts.21 Amn
���l̄ ,��� and Bmn

���l̄ ,��� are the coefficients
of the coordinate transform from the origin of the �th sphere
in the lth dimer to the �th sphere in the lth dimer,23 with �

��=1,2 and l̄= l�− l summing over all the relative positions
of the spheres. Note that by definition, Amn

���0,���=0 and
Bmn

���0,���=0. In our calculations, n and � are truncated to

the maximum multipole value of L, and l̄ is truncated to a
maximum number of neighboring dimers. Detailed tests

show that the choices of L=20 and l̄=200 will guarantee
adequate numerical convergence in most cases �exceptions
are discussed below�.

Using the above formalism, we now investigate the op-
tical properties of the arrays of nanoshell dimers by varying
the inter-dimer distance d and the shell geometry �r1 ,r2�,
where r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radius of the shells,
respectively. To draw those comparison with the results for
isolated solid nanocluster dimer or dimer arrays,14–16,24 we
first focus on the cases where the nanoneck distance between
the two spheres of an individual nanoshell dimer is fixed at
1 nm. The essential physics to be elucidated, namely, the
collective photonic effect, is insensitive to the precise choice
of this separation. Later, we will also consider the more prac-
tical case where the separation is increased to 3 nm. The
dielectric core is chosen to be silica, with a dielectric con-
stant of �=2.56. The frequency dependence of the dielectric
constant of the silver shell is approximated by the experi-
mental data for bulk silver unless otherwise specified.25 This
approximation is supported by recent experimental data,26

though the imaginary part of the dielectric function of a
metal shell, can be different from its bulk value due to fac-
tors such as electron scattering at the interfaces.27

Figure 2�a� shows the EM enhancement, M versus the
wavelength � at the location half way between the shell cen-
ters of a dimer in a nanoshell array with the fixed shell ge-
ometry of �r1=35 nm, r2=38 nm� but different inter-dimer
distances d. For every d, there are multiple enhancement
peaks. The maximum enhancement of M =4.5�1013 is ob-
tained for the optimal inter-dimer distance of d=950 nm,
above which the enhancement factor decreases from the
maximum value. Note that, as d changes from 216 to
950 nm, the maximum enhancement peak also exhibits a
weak red shift resulting from a delicate long-range collective
photonic effect, as detailed below.

For comparison, the intrinsic EM enhancement of an iso-
lated dimer with the same shell geometry as that of the
dimers in the array, is shown in Fig. 2�a�. The maximum
enhancement of Mi=5�1012 for the isolated dimer is about
one order of magnitude smaller than the enhancement for the
optimal dimer array. In general, for each nanoshell dimer
geometry of �a ,r1 ,r2�, one can always optimize the inter-
dimer distance in the array structure to gain 1�2 orders of
magnitude of additional enhancement on top of that from the
isolated dimer. Here we introduce Ma to measure the addi-

tional enhancement, defined as M =Mi ·Ma, as plotted in Fig.
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2�b� for different array geometries. When the additional en-
hancement is sufficiently large and also near the resonant
wavelength for maximum enhancement from the isolated
dimer, a net enhancement over the isolated dimer value can
be achieved from the array, as in the case of d=776 and
950 nm. Such additional enhancements are the results of a
long-range collective photonic effect, which can be under-
stood within the picture of coupled dipoles.28 When the in-
cident wavelength � and the separation d between two neigh-
boring dimers are much larger than the dimer size, the
dimers can generate nearly homogeneous dipolar electro-
magnetic field on each other. With the incident polarization
parallel to the axes of the dimers, the effective external field
on any dimer in the array is:

E�0,eff��� =
E�0���

1 − 2���� · �
�l̄�

R��, �l̄��exp�i�/c�l̄�d�
, �3�

where ���� is the polarizability of an isolated dimer obtained
by calculating the electric field sufficiently away from this
dimer using the T-matrix method and then fitting the results

in the dipole approximation. In Eq. �3�, R�� , �l̄ � �
= ��2 / �c2 � l̄ �d�−1/ ��l̄ �d�3+ i� / �c��l̄ �d�2��, c is the speed of
light in vacuum. Thus, the additional enhancement can be

calculated by Ma= �E�0,eff����4 / �E�0����4. As shown by the
dashed lines in Fig. 2�b�, the additional enhancements ob-
tained from the coupled dipole approximation agree very

FIG. 2. �a� EM enhancements vs the wavelength of the incident light at the
location half way between the two centers of a metal nanoshell dimer in
dimer arrays of different inter-dimer distances. The dotted line is for an
isolated dimer of identical geometry. �b� Solid lines: the additional enhance-
ments due to long-range photonic effects, given by the subtractions of the
dotted line in �a� from the solid lines, also in �a�. The dashed lines are the
results from the dipole approximation expressed by Eq. �3�.
well with the results from the exact T-matrix calculations; the
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differences are �0.5% for d�200 nm. Due to its far field
nature, the additional enhancement is substantially smaller in
magnitude than the intrinsic enhancement from the isolated
dimer itself. Nevertheless, since the resonant wavelength for
the additional enhancement is not necessarily the same as
that for the intrinsic enhancement of an isolated dimer, a shift
in the resonant wavelength of the whole array from that of
the isolated dimer may occur, as shown in Fig. 2�a�, for the
cases d=216 and 950 nm.

We note that, if the wavelength of the incident light is

nearly equal to the inter-dimer distance, exp�i�� /c� � l̄ �d�
�1 in Eq. �3�, and the summation of R�� , �l̄ � � over �l̄� will

not cancel out at large �l̄�, explaining the singularities in Figs.

2, 3�a�, and 4. Indeed, if we sum over �l̄� up to 20 000 at
those specific frequencies, we can still observe �1% change
in the enhancement; in contrast, away from these specific
frequencies, the enhancements are well converged when

¯

FIG. 3. �Color� �a� Same as in Figure 2�a�, but with different outer radii of
the nanoshells. �b� Color illustration of the EM enhancement in the symme-
try plane defined by the dimer axes and the array direction, for the same
geometries as in �a� �namely, r2=38 nm �left�, 40 nm �middle�, 43 nm
�right��, and at the different resonance wavelengths of 988, 828 and 736 nm,
respectively.
summing over �l� up to 200.
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It has been shown previously that the plasmon resonance
frequency of an isolated metal nanoshell strongly depends on
its geometry.10 Since the plasmon modes are largely respon-
sible for the EM enhancement in SERS, we expect additional
tunability in the SERS resonance frequency due to the shell
geometry of a nanoshell array. Figure 3 shows the EM en-
hancement in arrays of nanoshell dimers with the same inner
radius of r1=35 nm but with different outer radii of r2=38,
40, and 43 nm. The corresponding optimal inter-dimer dis-
tances are determined to be d=950, 785, and 701 nm, re-
spectively. The resonant wavelength has a blue shift of about
260 nm when the outer radius of the shell increases from
r2=38 nm to r2=43 nm. The typical EM enhancement of
around 1013 achievable within a broad region of the reso-
nance frequency is a very appealing feature of the shell ar-
rays as templates for SERS measurements with single mol-
ecule sensitivity. In particular, as shown in Fig. 3�b�, the
effective “hot volume”, defined by the collection of the hot
spots in the nanogap region with an enhancement factor of
1010 or higher, is about 1713 nm3 for r2=38 nm, thereby
providing a great potential for ultra-sensitive molecular spec-
troscopy by SERS.

Next, we compare the results from nanoshell dimer ar-
rays with those from other related array structures. First, pre-
vious studies had shown that one-dimensional arrays of solid
metal nanoclusters �or monomers� would produce a much
lower EM enhancement than the nanoshell dimer arrays.24,29

A closer analogy is that of the ordered 1D arrays of solid
metal dimers. Figure 4 contrasts our simulation results for an
array of solid silver dimers with identical dimer geometry of
�a=77 nm, r2=38 nm� as for the dimer shells, except for the
value of r1 �0 versus 35 nm�, and different optimal inter-
dimer distances for maximal enhancement. The nanoshell
dimer array not only yields around 2 orders of magnitude

FIG. 4. Comparison of the EM enhancement from a one-dimensional array
of solid spherical dimers and nanoshell dimers, respectively, as specified in
the text. The different array structures require different inter-dimer distances
for maximal enhancement, as indicated.
higher enhancement than the solid dimer array, but also in-
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duces a dramatic shift in the resonance frequency.
As mentioned above, since the dielectric function of a

nanoshell can differ quantitatively from its bulk value be-
cause electron scattering at the interfaces may introduce ad-
ditional broadening, we study here how the spectrum is af-
fected by such scattering. Empirically, using the Drude
Model,27 the dielectric function of the nanoshell can be de-
scribed based on the bulk dielectric function, �Ag�l ,��
=�Ag���+�p

2 / ��2+ i����−�p
2 / ��2+ i����+�s��, where

�Ag���=�Ag���interband+ �1−�p
2 / ��2+ i����� is the dielectric

function of bulk silver. Here ��p=9.2 eV is the bulk plasma
energy in the Drude model,30 ��=�F / l� is the collision fre-
quency of conduction electrons in bulk silver, with �F

=1.39�106 m/s the Fermi velocity and l�=52 nm the bulk
mean free path.30 �s is the added electron collision frequency
due to interface scattering. With no rigorous way to deter-
mine �s at the present, we study quantitatively the effects of
additional broadening on top of the standard bulk value by
increasing the total electron collision frequency by 100% and
200% respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5, for the
nanoshell dimer array with radii �r1=35 nm,r2=38 nm� and
optimal interdimer distances. When compared with the re-
sults for �s=0, the maximum enhancement is lowered by 1
and 1.5 orders of magnitude for doubled and tripled broad-
ening, respectively. Nevertheless, the maximum enhance-
ment for either case is still well above 1011. We therefore
stress that, whereas such additional broadening would indeed
lower the overall enhancement factor as expected, the two
most salient features associated with the nanoshell dimer ar-
ray geometry, namely, the distinct shift of resonant frequency
into near infrared region and the collective photonic effect,
remain valid.

Finally, as a comparison, we consider the case where the
geometry of the nanoshells is unchanged �r1=35 nm, r2

=38 nm�, but the nanoneck distance is increase from
1–3 nm. Detailed calculations show that, at this larger gap

FIG. 5. EM enhancement vs wavelength for different broadening in the
nanoshell dimer arrays, with shell geometry given by �r1=35 nm, r2

=38 nm�. For �s=0, ��, 2��, the optimal interdimer distance is d=950, 906
and 932 nm, respectively.
separation, the maximum enhancement is decrease to M
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=3.7�1011, but the effective “hot volume” remains essen-
tially the same �namely, changed from 1713–1730 nm3�.
Such a large hot volume at the 3 nm gap separation makes
the structures even more appealing for potential applications
in ultra-sensitive molecular spectroscopy by SERS.

In conclusion, we have studied systematically the optical
properties of ordered 1D arrays of silver nanoshell dimers
using the T-matrix method based on Mie theory. We have
shown that the EM contribution to SERS can be as high as
�4.5�1013 for nanoshell dimer arrays with optimal geom-
etry when additional broadening due to electron-interface
scattering is not significant. The extraordinarily high en-
hancement is attributed to a long-range collective photonic
effect associated with the array structure, constructively su-
perposed onto the intrinsic enhancement associated with an
isolated nanoshell dimer. The high EM enhancement, the
large hot volume, and the sensitive tunability in the reso-
nance frequency make such nanoshell array structures highly
desirable templates for single molecule spectroscopy. Experi-
mental work is currently in progress to test our theoretical
predictions. With the rapid technological advances in
nanofabrication,31–34 we anticipate that such ideal next-
generation SERS substrates consisting of highly ordered
metal nanocluster �solid or shell� dimer arrays will soon be
realized for a broad range of applications across different
fields of studies.
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